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Topological properties of singular fingers in frustrated cholesteric liquid crystals

J. Baudry, S. Pirkl,* and P. Oswald†

École Normale Supe´rieure de Lyon, Laboratoire de Physique,‡ 46 Allée d’Italie, 69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France
~Received 24 July 1997!

We study the nucleation of cholesteric fingers in directional growth when a cholesteric phase of positive
dielectric anisotropy grows into its isotropic liquid. The experiment is performed in homeotropic anchoring and
in electric field near the coexistence line of unwinding of the cholesteric helix. Four types of fingers can
nucleate from the front: the normal~CF-1! and the spiraling fingers~CF-2!, which are already known and the
thin ~CF-3! and thick fingers~CF-4!, which had not been observed yet. From these observations and by solving
numerically the Landau–Ginzburg–de Gennes equations for the director field, we propose a topological model
for each finger.@S1063-651X~98!04603-0#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 61.30.Jf, 47.20.Ky
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, frustrated cholesteric liquid crystals
positive dielectric anisotropy attracted attention because
their ability to form various patterns in dc or ac electric fie
Frustration and electric field can be simultaneously impo
by sandwiching the sample between two parallel electro
coated with a silane that anchors the molecules perpend
larly to the surfaces. This homeotropic anchoring, wh
tends to align the molecules, is at the origin of the frust
tion: Indeed, the helical structure of the cholesteric ph
cannot match with these boundary conditions. The elec
field acts in the same manner@1#, so that it becomes possibl
by increasing the electric field or by decreasing the sam
thickness~or the confinement ratioC5d/p of the sample
thicknessd over the equilibrium pitchp! to completely un-
wind the cholesteric phase and to obtain a homeotropic n
atic phase. In practice, this cholesteric-nematic transitio
first order ~by using the language of the phase transitio!
@2,3# so that there exists in the parameter plane (V,C) a
coexistence lineV2(C) where the two phases have exac
the same elastic energy and coexist. Nearby this line, e
gated birefringent structures may form, which are calledcho-
lesteric fingers. Today, we know that two types of finger
exist at the very least. They closely resemble each o
through the microscope, but their dynamical behaviors in
electric field are different@4–7#.

In this article, we fully describe the topological and d
namical properties of isolated fingers and we show that
other types of fingers exist, which easily nucleate at a m
ing cholesteric-isotropic front. Our goal in this article i
first, to show how to distinguish the fingers of the differe
species, and, second, to give new information about t
topological and energetical properties. In this respect,
have written a numerical algorithm similar to that propos
by Gil @8#, which enables us to minimize the energy of
finger of a given topology in anisotropic elasticity.

*Permanent address: University of Pardubice, FES, Departme
Physics, 53009 Pardubice, Czech Republic.
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The plan of the article is the following. In Sec. II, w
describe the experimental setup and the way to make
fingers in directional solidification. In Secs. III–VI, we suc
cessively describe the fingers of the first to the fourth s
cies. Section VII is devoted to their associations and to
possible connections they can form together. Finally, we p
pose in Sec. VIII new models for the director fields insi
fingers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PRELIMINARY
OBSERVATIONS

In order to make fingers, we worked in directional solid
fication. This method has been extensively used to study
terface pattern formation in alloys, plastic crystals, and liq
crystals@9#. Our apparatus was described in detail in R
@10# to which we refer for all technical information. In thi
experiment, the sample straddles the space between two
ens whose temperatures are individually controlled. T
sample consists of two conducting glass plates~20330 mm2)
recovered with ITO, which are separated by wire spac
with a typical thickness of 20mm. A mixture of 8CB~4-n-
octylcyanobiphenyl! and of 0.62% by weight of chiral mol-
ecules S811~E. Merck Co.! was introduced into the thin ga
by capillarity. The two electrodes were coated with the sila
ZLI 2979 ~E. Merck Co.! in order to obtain a strong homeo
tropic anchoring~molecules perpendicular to the surface!.
Once in place, the sample was observed by optical mic
copy, without polarizers. The temperatures of the two ov
were chosen in order that the cholesteric-isotopic front sit
the gap between the two ovens. The temperature grad
was measured by constructing a dummy sample with a t
mocouple and measuring the temperature at different po
in the gap between the two ovens. In our experimentsG
528 °C/cm.

In order to measure the equilibrium pitchp of our choles-
teric mixture, we used the conventional Cano wedge meth
We found p'15mm near the isotropic-cholesteric pha
transition atTc'40 °C. We also measured at this tempe
ture the coexistence thicknessdc below which the cholesteric
helix completely unwinds in homeotropic anchoring. W

of
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57 3039TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR FINGERS . . .
found dc'14mm, which givesCc5dc /p'0.93. The di-
mensionless parameterC5d/p is called the confinement ra
tio. Finally, the homeotropic nematic phase becomes
stable~spinodal limit! when the confinement ratio is large
thanC05d0 /p5K32/2 whereK325K3 /K2 is the ratio of the
bend constant over the twist constant@2#. With the values of
the elastic constants given in Ref.@11#, we findC0'1.

We used in our experiments of directional solidificati
three samples of thicknessesd'15, 20, and 25mm for which
we calculateC'1, 1.33, and 1.66 close to the phase tran

FIG. 1. Phase diagram atTc . It only refers to the CF-1’s that are
nonsingular. VoltageV2(C) gives the coexistence line whileV3(C)
corresponds to the spinodal line of the CF-1’s. LineVnucl is the
voltage below which CF-1’s nucleate from the front at rest. T
solid line has been calculated numerically without adjustable
rameters.

FIG. 2. ~a! The four types of isolated fingers that can nucle
from the front with the isotropic liquid~d520mm, V51.35 V, v
54.3mm/s!; ~b! intensity profile along a linea-b, which crosses
the four types of fingers. The widthsWi of the different fingers are
given in mm.
-

i-

tion temperatureTc . We thus expect the cholesteric phase
fully developed at the front in these three samples, which
indeed experimentally observed. In order to study the nu
ation and the growth of isolated fingers at the front, we ne
to further unwind the cholesteric phase by applying an el
tric field (f 51 kHz), and more precisely, a voltage close
the coexistence voltageV2(C) @2~a!#. We measured this volt-
age atTc in the three samples as well as the voltageV3(C)
above which the cholesteric phase become unstable~spinodal
limit !. Our results are reported in the phase diagram of F
1. This phase diagram is established for cholesteric finger
the first species~CF-1 in the following! which we know to be
nonsingular.

To conclude this section, let us briefly describe what h
pens in directional solidification atV2 ~or at a voltage that is
slightly larger thanV2!. At rest, the cholesteric phase is com
pletely unwound and we only observe a nematic-isotro
front. When the pulling velocity is of a fewmm/s, isolated
fingers nucleate at the front. Usually, these fingers are CF
but it may happen that fingers of new types nucleate
pinning on dust particles crossing the interface. Sometim
these fingers unpin from the dust particles. In this case, t
shorten and they can even collapse if the front velocity is
small. They can be of three types@Fig. 2~a!# with different
optical contrasts as shown in Fig. 2~b! where we plotted their
intensity profiles perpendicularly to their axes. Their app
ent widthsWi , defined in Fig. 2~b!, are also different. In the
following, we shall call cholesteric fingers of the second sp
cies~CF-2! the fingers whose widthW2 is close to that of the
CF-1’s. We shall show in Sec. IV that they can give spir
in an ac electric field. By contrast, the cholesteric fingers
the third species~CF-3! are thinner than the CF-1’s wherea
the cholesteric fingers of the fourth species~CF-4! are
thicker than the CF-1’s. Finally, we have observed that
relative widthsWi15Wi /W1 of these ‘‘abnormal’’ fingers
with respect to that of the CF-1’s are roughly independen
the sample thickness within experimental errors. Values
Wi1 are given in Table I.

-

FIG. 3. Nucleation and growth of isolated CF-1’s at th
cholesteric-isotropic interface.d520mm, V51.21 V ~intermediate
betweenV251.28 V andVnucl51.14 V!, v50 mm/s.

TABLE I. Relative widthWi1 of a finger of thei th species with
respect to a finger of the first species.

i 2 3 4

Wi1 160.05 0.6660.04 1.2960.02
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In the following sections, we sum up the essential pro
erties of the fingers of the different species.

III. FINGERS OF THE FIRST SPECIES „CF-1…

The CF-1’s were known for a long time@12,2#. We recall
that the director field inside a CF-1 is continuous as fi
shown by Press and Arrott@12~c!# and confirmed later by
many authors@1,2,12#. These fingers grow spontaneous
from the nematic-isotropic interface when the voltage is
creased below a well defined voltageVnucl ~Fig. 3!. This
voltage is slightly smaller thanV2 and slowly decrease
when the pulling velocity increases~Fig. 4!. It should be
noted that the free end of each finger is always a rounded
which is energetically the more favorable@12~e!,3~a!#. We
also measured the apparent voltageV2 app for which the CF-
1’s do not grow in the field of the microscope. Because
sample is moving at velocityv, this voltage is also that fo
which the fingers shorten with velocityv. This easily ex-
plains why V2 app increases as a function ofv. It is also

FIG. 5. Isolated cholesteric fingers observed at nonzero pul
velocity. They all make an anglea with the interface.d520mm,
V51.23 V, v510.7mm/s.

FIG. 4. Nucleation voltageVnucl and apparent coexistence vol
age V2 app of the CF-1’s at the front as a function of the pullin
velocity.
-

t

-

ip,

e

possible to unpin these fingers from the interface by imp
ing a voltage close toV3 during a very short time. At this
voltage the CF-1’s spontaneously break in many plac
leading to short segments of a CF-1. These segments
already been described@12~e!,2~a!# and are characterized b
two different tips, which are called the normal and the a
normal tips~for instance, see Fig. 4~b! of Ref. @2~a!#!. The
normal tip is rounded and has everywhere the good tw
whereas there is a small region in the abnormal tip where
twist does not have the right sign, which could explain w
it is pointed. If the voltage is maintained aboveV2 , the seg-
ment of a CF-1 shortens and collapses. It was already sh

g

FIG. 6. Tilt anglea vs pulling velocity at a constant voltag
V51.23 V. We also reported a few values ofa measured at con-
stant velocityv52.67mm/s for different voltages.

FIG. 7. Evolution in time of a CF-2 segment and formation o
spiral in an ac electric field~d525mm, V51.95 V, f 52 kHz!.
This segment was obtained from the spherulite shown in~a! by
temporarily decreasing the voltage belowV2 . The time interval
between two photographs is 5 ms.
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57 3041TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR FINGERS . . .
that a segment of a CF-1 may slowly crawl along its axis
V2 in an ac electric field of small enough frequency@6#.
Finally, we have observed that the isolated fingers alw
make a well-defined anglea with the interface~Fig. 5!,
which depends on the pulling velocity and on the appl
voltage~Fig. 6!. This angle tends top/2 ~fingers perpendicu-
lar to the front! at large velocity and~or! large voltage.

IV. FINGERS OF THE SECOND SPECIES „CF-2…

The CF-2’s are strongly connected with the choleste
bubbles and give spirals in an ac electric field@6,7#. The

FIG. 8. Unpinning parallel to the front of a CF-2.d520mm,
V51.2 V, v553.4mm/s. The time interval between two photo
graphs is 0.4 s.
t

s

d

c

cholesteric spirals were first observed by Gilli and Kama´
@4# in a polymeric liquid crystal and then by Mitov and Sixo
@5# and ourselves@6,7# in ordinary liquid crystals. An already
known property is that the two tips of a CF-2 segment lo
similar through the microscope and that such a segm
shortens symmetrically at large voltage until a choleste
bubble is formed~on the condition that the applied voltage
smaller thanV3* corresponding to the spinodal limit of th
bubbles; see Fig. 1!. Recently, we also showed that a se
ment of a CF-2 can be made by stretching a cholest
bubble at a voltage slightly smaller thanV2 @7#. We only
succeed in reproducing this operation in the 25-mm-thick
sample~Fig. 7!. By contrast it is possible to make CF-2’s i
directional solidification. We have already mentioned in S
II that a CF-2 can form at small growth velocity when a du
particle crosses the nematic-isotropic interface. The CF-2
then be unpinned from the dust particle and from the front
applying a large enough electric field. At large velocity, the
exists another process of nucleation at the front of the CF
~Fig. 8!. The sample is 20mm thick and the velocity equals
53.4 mm/s. Under these conditions, and provided that
applied voltage is larger thanVnucl ~in order that CF-1’s do
not nucleate! and not too large~i.e., a little bit smaller than
V2! fingers strictly parallel to the front detach from it a
regular intervals of time. These fingers are very long but
infinite and are often attached to the front at their en

FIG. 9. Splitting of the foot of a thin finger of the third specie
into a triangle filled with a planar region~d515mm, V51 V, v
540mm/s!.
FIG. 10. Destabilization of a segment of a CF-3 when the voltage is decreased belowV2 ~d525mm, V51.8 V! ~a! t50; ~b! t56 s; ~c!
t59 s; ~d! t512 s.
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3042 57J. BAUDRY, S. PIRKL, AND P. OSWALD
Again they can be unpinned from the front by temporar
increasing the voltage, which yields finite segments w
similar ends. It is then possible to form a spiral from a
such segment, which is the signature of a CF-2.

V. FINGERS OF THE THIRD SPECIES „CF-3…

The CF-3’s are the thinnest of all~Table I!. In contrast
with the fingers of the first and of the second species, th
nucleation always requires that a dust particle passes thro
the nematic-isotropic front. At small velocity, the CF-3’s a
well formed and have the same width until they join the fro
@Fig. 2~a!#. By contrast, their feet widen and split into tr
angles with ‘‘planar’’ regions inside, when the growth velo
ity increases. Such a phenomenon is shown in Fig. 9. Th
triangles have already been observed in the usual nemati
directional solidification and were considered to be due
the detachment by a dust particle of the disclination line t
is pinned on the interface@13#. In usual nematics, the regio
within a triangle is in a planar orientation, i.e., with the mo
ecules parallel to the glass plates in the middle of the sam
In cholesteric liquid crystals, this planar region may be u
stable with respect to a periodic modulation parallel to
front. These observations clearly show that the CF-3’s
singular and are obtained by associating two disclinat
lines. This problem will be discussed again in Sec. VII.

As for the CF-2’s, it is possible to detach a CF-3 from t
front and from the dust particle by temporarily increasing
voltage. In this way, a finite segment of a CF-3 with tw
similar free ends is obtained@Fig. 10~a!#. The later evolution
of this segment strongly depends on the voltage. EitheV
.V2 and the segment collapses~it never gives a cholesteri
bubble in this case!, or V,V2 and the segment destabilize
as shown in Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!. The destabilization start
by an undulation of the finger@Fig. 10~b!# followed by the
growth of small segments of a CF-1 perpendicular to
finger axis. The two ends of the CF-3 are also unstable
curve ~on the left or on the right! to form two ‘‘hooks,’’
which close up on themselves. This process leads to
segments of a CF-1 that are in the continuation of the CF
By increasing the voltage aboveV2 , the CF-1’s disappear
first on the sides of the CF-3 and then at its ends if the fin
is long enough. In this case, a segment of a CF-3 forms a
to then collapse as before~Fig. 11!. Sometimes, the portion
of a CF-3 between the two CF-1’s is very short and collap

FIG. 11. The same finger as in Fig. 10~d! after increasing the
voltage aboveV2 ~d525mm, V52.2 V!. The CF-1’s quickly dis-
appear so that a segment of a CF-3 forms again. This segment
collapses.~a! t50; ~b! t53 s; ~c! t58 s.
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before the two CF-1’s have completely disappeared. In
latter case, the finger no longer collapses and leads to a
lesteric bubble. Two possible sequences are shown in
12. In the sequence of Fig. 12~a!, the two ends are curved in
opposite directions whereas in Fig. 12~e!, they are curved in
the same direction. Nevertheless the final stage is a bubb
both cases.

In order to finish this section, we report that the CF-2
and the CF-3’s can reversibly transform into each other

FIG. 13. ~a!, ~b! Transformation of a CF-3 into a CF-2 at sma
voltage~d520mm, V51.3 V!. ~c!, ~d! The reverse transformation
at large voltage~d520mm, V51.8 V!.

en

FIG. 12. Evolution of a short segment of a CF-3 with two C
1’s at its ends. In~a! the two ends are curved in opposite directio
whereas in~e! they are curved in the same direction.d525mm,
V52.5 V. For the first sequence we have~a! t50, ~b! t54 s, ~c!
t57 s, and~d! t518 s while for the second one we have~e! t50,
~f!, t53 s, ~g! t55 s, and~h! t510 s.
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FIG. 14. Partial detachment of a CF-4 from the front leading to a portion of CF-3, which remains attached to the front. This t
mation is irreversible.
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pending on the voltage. This is shown in Fig. 13 where
CF-2 continues with a CF-3. The junction between the t
fingers can move along their common axis depending on
applied voltage. Thus, the CF-2 is revealed to be more st
than the CF-3 at small voltage, whereas the CF-3 grows
the CF-2 at large voltage.

VI. FINGERS OF THE FOURTH SPECIES „CF-4…

The CF-4’s are the thickest of all~Table I!. They can be
detached from the front by a dust particle. As opposed to
previous fingers, they can partly unpin from the front to gi
a thin finger that remains pinned on the front~Fig. 14!. The
thin finger being always more stable than the thick one,
thick fingers disappear very quickly. The larger the pulli
velocity and the voltage, the faster they disappear. Note
we never obtained a finite segment of a CF-4 because o
spontaneous transformation into a CF-2, especially at la
voltage. We also observed that belowV2 , the CF-4 do not
spontaneously branch on the sides with CF-1’s as the CF
do, but just undulate a little bit~Fig. 15!. Finally, the CF-4’s
can sometimes transform into a CF-2~Fig. 16!. This trans-

FIG. 15. BelowV2 the CF-3’s are unstable and develop CF
sidebranching. By contrast the CF-4’s only undulate a little bit~d
520mm, V51 V, nematic-isotropic front at rest!.
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formation is irreversible, the CF-4’s being always energe
cally less favorable than the CF-2’s.

VII. MULTIPLE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN FINGERS

We have seen in the previous sections that a finger o
given species can transform into a finger of another spec
which enables us to compare the energies of the diffe
fingers as a function of the thickness and of the applied v
age.

The fingers can also form more complicated connectio
For instance, we very often observedT branchings of type
( i , j ), where a finger of thej th species connects on the sid
of a finger of thei th species@Fig. 17~a!#. Such connections
are shown in Fig. 18 while we draw up in Table II all th
cases we observed experimentally in our samples.

We also observed connections of type (i , j ,k) @Fig. 17~b!#
where three fingers of different species converge. Among
four possibilities, only~2,3,4! has been observed in the 20
mm-thick sample.

The next step is to find the topological structure of t
different kinds of finger.

FIG. 16. Transformation of a CF-4 into a CF-2~d520mm, V
51.8 V!.
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VIII. TOPOLOGICAL MODELS
AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to characterize the fingers, we first looked fo
topological model for each of them by using the previo
experimental observations. Next, two-dimensional numer
simulations of the director field in a plane perpendicular
the finger axis for each type of finger were performed. O
simulation is a little different from that previously propose
by Gil @8#. The differences, as well as the limitations of t
simulations, will be stressed later. These calculations con
in minimizing the elastic free energy for a given topology
the finger. Because of the presence of disclination lines
half integer rank in fingers of types 2, 3, and 4~see below!,
we did all our calculations using the full Landau
Ginzburg–de Gennes expression for the elastic free en
density@14#:

f 5
1

2
L1] iQjk] iQjk1

1

2
L2] iQi j ]kQk j2

1

2
Liq0« i jkQil ]kQjl

1
1

2
AQjkQk j2

1

3
BQjkQklQl j 1

1

4
C~QjkQk j!

2

2
1

2
D•E, ~1!

FIG. 17. Two types of multiple connection. In~a! two branches
are identical whereas in~b! the three branches are different.
a
s
al

r

ist

of

gy

whereq052p/p is the twist at equilibrium of the cholesteri
phase. The tensorQI 5(Qi j ) is the traceless, symmetric qua
drupolar order parameter describing the local nematic or
it expresses in the uniaxial case as

Qi j 5
Q

2
~3ninj2d i j !. ~2!

In this formula,Q is the amplitude of the order paramet
andn the director, i.e., the unit vector parallel to the avera
direction of the molecules~it gives the isotropy axis of the
tensor!. In the simulations, we do not assume thatQi j is
uniaxial. Nevertheless,Qi j is always found to be very clos
to a uniaxial tensor~except in the core of the disclinatio
lines!. In the following, we still calln the unit vector along
the principal axis corresponding to the greatest eigenvalu
the Qi j tensor~axis of quasi-isotropy of the tensor! and we
shall simply represent the finger structure using then-vector
field.

Assuming the cholesteric phase is locally uniaxial, t
electric field displacementD is related to the electric fieldE
by the linear constitutive relation:

TABLE II. PossibleT-branching connectionsi , j ) @Fig. 17~a!#.
In each case, the thickness of the sample in which we have
served the connection is given. This list is not exhuastive.
ch species
FIG. 18. Examples of possible connections between fingers of different species. The number beside each finger indicates of whi
is the finger.
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57 3045TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR FINGERS . . .
D5«I E with «I 5« isodI 1«aQI , ~3a!

where

« iso5
2«'1« i

3
and «a5

2

3
~« i2«'!. ~3b!

Note the multiplicative factor 2/3 in«a comes from the
definition chosen~2! for the order parameter. Another a
sumption is that the frequency of the applied voltage is m
larger than the charge relaxation frequency~dielectric re-
gime!.

In the uniaxial approximation, the elastic Frank consta
are related to constantsL1 andL2 via the relations

K15K35
9

4
~2L11L2!Q2, ~4a!

K25
9

2
L1Q2. ~4b!

FIG. 19. ~a! Director field inside a CF-1 calculated numerical
at C51.33 andV51.6 V. The scale is the same on both axes;~b!
vertical component of the electric fieldEz in unit V/d calculated
inside this finger.
h

s

Note that the splay and bend constants are equal in
model, which is observed near an isotropic-nematic ph
transition. Relations~4a! and ~4b! are useful to calculateL1
andL2 from the experimental values of the Frank consta
measured in the nematic phase@11#.

The equations to solve at equilibrium are obtained
minimizing Eq. ~1! with respect to the electric potentialU
and the 5 independent coefficientsQ11,Q22,Q12,Q13,Q23:

2
d f

dQi j
5

d

dxk

] f

]Qi j ,k
2

] f

]Qi j
50, ~5a!

2
d f

dU
5div D50. ~5b!

In practice, we use a relaxation method and solve the follo
ing equations:

]Qi j

]t
52

d f

dQi j
, ~6a!

]U

]t
52

d f

dU
. ~6b!

Boundary conditions on the two limiting surfaces are

Q125Q235Q1350 at z50 and z5d, ~7a!

FIG. 20. Possible scenario for the formation of a CF-2 from
cholesteric-isotropic front.~a! For topological reasons, a21/2
wedge disclination line lies on the front;~b! at large enough veloc-
ity, this line detaches, leading to a planar region;~c! this planar
region is unstable and becomes homeotropic again. This pro
leads to a cholesteric finger containing four disclination lines~two
21/2 and two11/2 in order that the global topological charg
remains zero!, while the21/2 line forms again on the front.
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Q115Q2252
1

2
Q` at z50 and z5d, ~7b!

U5O at z50, ~7c!

U5V at z5d, ~7d!

where V is the applied voltage andQ` the value of the
amplitude of the order parameter in the cholesteric phas
equilibrium. Note that we assume here that the phas
uniaxial and homeotropically oriented on the two limitin
surfaces.

This numerical simulation is different from that prev
ously proposed by Gil@8# in three respects: First, we do no
assume thatQi j is a uniaxial tensor of constant amplitude; b
contrast, we calculate at each point its five independent c
ponents; second, we locally solve the electric field, which
know to be very inhomogeneous in such distorted structu

FIG. 21. Formation of a CF-2 from a bubble of isotropic liqui
~a! Two 21/2 disclination lines bordering a bubble of isotrop
liquid with strong homeotropic anchoring;~b! Freezing the isotropic
liquid leads to the formation of a11 disclination line. This model
is topologically equivalent to the model of Fig. 20.
at
is

-
e
s

@2~c!#; third, we used the same numerical algorithms as th
proposed by Sonnetet al. @15# for calculating the core struc
ture of disclination lines in nematic liquid crystals.

The problem now is to choose an initial configuration f
each type of finger compatible with its real topology. This
crucial because most of them contain defects that never
pear spontaneously in the two-dimensional simulations. T
previous experimental results can be used for guiding u
the choice of the initial configurations. Let us start with t
normal fingers or CF-1, which are nonsingular.

A. Normal finger or CF-1

The structure of these fingers is now very well know
They were first numerically calculated by Press and Arr
@12~c!,~d!# in isotropic elasticity. More recently, topologica
models using a representation on the unit sphereS2 were
proposed to calculate their structure in anisotropic elasti
@2,3#. This model was recently confirmed by numerical sim
lations of Gil @8# and of Nagayaet al. @16#. We did similar
calculations, except that we further solve the local elec
field. The starting configuration can be either the homeo
pic nematic state~below its spinodal limit!, or the director
field given by the ‘‘double-twisted’’ model onS2 proposed
in Refs.@2, 3#. Both lead to the same final configuration. A
example is shown in Fig. 19~a!. These simulations allowed
us to determine the coexistence lineV2(C) of the phase dia-
gram. On this line, the two phases have exactly the sa
energy. This line is plotted in Fig. 1 and has been calcula
by using numerical values of the elastic constants and of
dielectric constants given in the literature@11,17# ~K15K3 ,
K1 /K252.1, K251.531027 dyn, « i513.7, and«'56.2!.
The temperature is chosen 2 °C belowTc and coincides with
the spinodal temperatureT* of the isotropic liquid @18#.
Thus, we setA50 in our simulation. The other Landau con
stants are calculated using the values of the latent h
~DH'2.06 J/cm3 @19#! and of the first Landau coefficien
@A5A0(T2T* ), A0'0.19 J/cm3/K @19##. This procedure
gives B'4.3 J/cm3, C'11 J/cm3, and Q`5B/C'0.4 at
T* . By using Eq.~4! we also calculateL154.731027 dyn
and L2 /L152.2. With these values, the calculated coexi
ence line is in very good agreement with the experimen
FIG. 22. CF-2 numerically obtained by starting from~a! the model of Fig. 20 and~b! the model of Fig. 21~C51.33,V51.6 V!.
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FIG. 23. Numerical evolution as a function of the applied voltage of a CF-2 atC51.33. ~a! V52.3 V, ~b! V54.3 V.
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curve. It should be noted that the calculations are done w
out adjustable parameters. In Fig. 19~b!, we plotted thez
component of the electric field across the finger: as expe
the electric field varies by630% about its mean valueV/d.

B. Spiralling finger or CF-2

The experiment shows that CF-2’s can detach homo
neously from the cholesteric-isotropic front in direction
growth at large enough velocity. We propose that this p
cess is due to a detachment of the21/2 wedge disclination
line, which is pinned on the meniscus separating the
phases, immediately followed by the formation of an u
stable planar region that destabilizes to give again a nem
band separated by two21/2 disclinations. One of them i
pinned on the interface whereas the other forms with the
one the CF-2. Note that for topological reasons, two
disclinations must nucleate in the same time nearby the g
plates. The resulting finger is thus composed by four dis
nation lines disposed as drawn in Fig. 20~c!.

Another way to justify this model is to remember that t
CF-2’s are strongly connected with the cholesteric bub
h-

ed

e-
l
-

o
-
tic

st
2
ss
i-

e

@12~e!,7#. Indeed, a CF-2 can be obtained by stretching
cholesteric bubble, which means that the bubble and C
are topologically equivalent. We also recall that a choleste
bubble can be obtained by freezing a droplet of isotro
liquid @20#. In this case, we obtain a11 disclination line
bordered by two21/2 disclinations as shown in Fig. 21
This configuration is another possible starting point for t
simulations.

It turns out that both initial configurations almost lead
the same final finger, as shown in Fig. 22.

The small difference between the two final configuratio
comes from a partial pinning of the disclination lines on t
numerical grid. Indeed, there are two very different leng
scales in this problem: the cholesteric pitch~of the same
order as the sample thickness! p'15mm, and the core ra-
dius of the disclination lines of the order ofr c'AL/BQ`

'20 Å. Consequently, a 1043104 grid would be necessary
to numerically solve the problem at the two length scal
which is beyond the capacity of our computer. To bypass
difficulty, we used a smaller grid~typically 1003100! and
we artificially increased the core size of the disclinations
FIG. 24. Numerical simulation of a thin CF-3.~a! Starting configuration containing two twist disclination line of anglesp and 2p
located near to the glass plates;~b! obtained configuration atC51.33 andV51.6 V.
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decreasingB and C by a constant multiplicative factorf ,
typically f '10 000. In this way, the core radius becom
comparable to the mesh size, which avoids a too strong
ning of the defects on the grid. In addition, the values of
elastic Frank constants remain unchanged as well as
value of Q` , so that the structure is correctly computed
large scale~larger than the mesh size!. This method has nev
ertheless two drawbacks: First, the final configuration
pends a little bit on the choice of the renormalization fac
f , although the topology of the finger is always the sam
This explains the difference between the two configurati
shown in Fig. 22. Second, it forbids a precise calculation
the finger’s energy; indeed, the elastic energy of each dis
nation line is underestimated by aboutK2 ln(a/rc)'3K2,
wherea is the mesh size andr c the core radius. This error i
not negligible compared to the elastic energy of the wh
configuration, typically 15K2 . Thus, our calculation canno
be used to compare the energies of the different type
fingers.

Anyway, we propose that spiralling fingers are compos
of four disclination lines as shown in Fig. 22. Their evolutio
as a function of the electric field is shown in Fig. 23. At lar
voltage, these fingers become very narrow, which is
served experimentally.

C. Thin finger or CF-3

This finger is about two times thinner than the othe
which suggests that the director rotates byp rather than 2p
across the finger in the middle plane. Another important

FIG. 25. Numerical simulation of a thick CF-4 finger~C
51.33 andV51.6 V!.
ie
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servation is that the fingers form from the triangles, whi
detach from the nematic-isotropic front in directional solid
fication. More precisely, they nucleate when the two sides
the triangle join together. Thus, a thin finger is composed
two twist disclination lines of angles1p and 2p. Starting
numerically from such an association@Fig. 24~a!#, we obtain
after relaxation the final configuration shown in Fig. 24~b!.
As expected the director rotates byp across the finger. This
type of finger has already been proposed by Kle´man and
Cladis @21# and then numerically calculated by Gil@8#. Our
contribution is to have clearly characterized this finger e
perimentally and to show that it does not drift perpendic
larly to its axis in ac electric field and never gives spiral.

D. Thick finger or CF-4

We did not clearly observe how this finger nucleated,
attributing a special structure to this finger is difficult. Th
two main observations are that this finger is a little wid
than CF-1 or CF-2 and transforms very easily into a CF
For this reason we propose the model described in Fig.
the finger is composed of two twist disclination lines
anglep localized close to one plate. This structure match
to the other plate via a half-normal finger. The simulatio
show that this finger is wider than the others, as obser
experimentally, and transforms easily into a CF-3 when
electric field is increased. During this process one line mo
to the opposite plate and changes sign.

IX. CONCLUSION

At least four types of cholesteric fingers have been ch
acterized in confined geometry. One of them is topologica
continuous~CF-1! whereas the others~CF-2,3,4! have four
or two disclination lines along their axes. Their behaviors
ac electric field differ depending on their topology. We pr
pose that only fingers containing four disclination lines dr
perpendicularly to their axes and may form spirals.

It would be now very important to understand the orig
of this drift. Preliminary measurements of the drift veloci
of CF-2 show it strongly depends on the electric conductiv
of the liquid crystal. Such measurements are now in progr
and will be published in a forthcoming article.
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